13:30  Introduction

13:40  Isla Simpson – Decadal predictability of late winter precipitation in Western Europe through an ocean-jet stream connection

13:35  Elizabeth Maroon – Was the 2015 subpolar North Atlantic cold blob predictable?

13:55  Riley Brady – Skillful multiyear predictions of pH variability in the California Current System

14:05  Nikki Lovenduski – On the near-term predictability of terrestrial carbon fluxes

14:15  Sanjiv Kumar – Role of soil moisture memory on seasonal to inter-annual climate and hydrologic predictability

14:25  Kevin Raeder – An ensemble reanalysis with CAM6: initial conditions for ensemble ESP and realistic forcing for CESM models

14:35  Alicia Karspeck – A commercial-product perspective on climate prediction

14:45  Discussion

15:00  Adjourn